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About This Game

At the base of a cliff on Sagorah Island, 82 year-old American billionaire Walter Jones is found dead next to his life's work; a
massive Art Deco tower he had dreamed would become an elite getaway for international jet-setters. The only clues found at the

scene include his wheelchair, abandoned at the edge of the cliff, and multiple scratches on his face. One of these scratches
appears to have been made by a woman. Ten people were present on the island at the time of his death, among them the heirs to

his vast fortune and legacy. Was his death an accident or murder?

Players assume the role of Jack Norm, a federal agent turned private dectective, who is taking a break in the atolls of the Indian
Ocean when an old friend requests his assistance with the case. Jack has just three days to complete 10 gameplay missions,

collecting valuable clues and storing evidence in his PPA (Personal Police Assistant). He will interrogate each of the 10 unusual
suspects, using his keen deduction skills to determine who among them may have the most to gain from Walter Jones's death.
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An engaging and innovative game.

Choose between two styles of gameplay to carry out your quest: Time Mode or Adventure Mode

Another classic adventure game by French author Benoît Sokal

Interrogate each of the 10 unusual suspects, using your keen deduction skills to determine who among them may have
the most to gain from Walter Jones's death.
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Title: Sinking Island
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
White Birds Productions
Publisher:
Microids
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2007

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 1.5 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Video card 3D, 64 Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Russian,German
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This was an interesting game, but I can recommend this only to the hardcore fans of the point n' click genre. Sinking Island is
flawed in many aspects, with the biggest nuisance probably being the fact about how time-consuming and tedious it is. You
cannot skip individual dialogue lines, only whole dialogues, which doesn't make a lot of sense, especially since you'll hear the
exact same questions being repeated during the investigation over and over again, only to receive different answers from
supects. Another issue is that it's not possible to fast-forward or skip the protagonist's walking\/running around in any way, so
you'll just have to watch that tiny model slowly drag from one screen to another. Then there's the pixel hunt part: it didn't seem
to irritate at first, but got worse towards the end. And the last thing that I hated was the backtracking and scenery repetition -
you'll just keep running around the same scenes throughout the whole game, which becomes a bit dull over time.

The story itself is quite interesting, it captured my attention and din't let go till the very end. I think the sense of an incoming
catastrophe added some nice spice to the otherwise non-unique 'whodunnit' plot. The personal assistant seemed like a nice
feature in this game (even if unrealistic) - it lets you keep track of everything you find or hear from your suspects, compare
evidence, plus you can get the general idea of how far you've progressed in the game.

To sum up, since I love this genre and since there's barely any similar games left for me to play, I found this quite satisfying. But
if you're new to point n' clicks, there are better ones for sure.
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